DOCUMENTING SOURCES

(APA 6th)
List your sources in alphabetical order (by author or title, whichever comes first).

Reference — Books
Book authors or editors: Beck, C. A., & Sales, B. D. [Use Hanging indent i.e. indent line 2]
[If editors, add: (Eds.) Example: Duncan, G. J., & Brooks-Gunn, J. (Eds.).] [If no author or editor, place
the title in the author position]
Date of publication: (2001).
Book title: Family medicine: Facts, myths, and future prospects. [Written in italics]
[If an edition, include without italics after title: (3rd ed.).]
Publication information: Washington, DC: American Psychological Association.

__________________________, _____. (_____). __________________________.
Author’s Last Name

First Initial

Year

Title of book

__________________________:__________________________________.
City of Publication

Publisher

Examples:
Book with two authors:
Beck, C.A., & Sales, B. D.(2001). Family medicine: Facts, myths, and future prospects.
Washington, DC: American Psychological Association.

Edited book with no author:
Duncan, G. J., & Brooks-Gunn, J. (Eds.). (1997). Consequences of growing up poor. New York, NY:
Russell Sage Foundation.

DOCUMENTING SOURCES

(APA 6th)
List your sources in alphabetical order (by author or title, whichever comes first).

Reference — Book Chapters
Book authors: Kahneman, D. [Use Hanging indent i.e. indent line 2]
[If no author, place the title in the author position]
Date of publication: (2011).
Title of the chapter: How judgments happen
Book title: Thinking, fast and slow. [Written in italics]
Page numbers of the chapter: pp. 89 - 96
Publication information (City of publication and publisher’s name): New York, NY: Farrar, Straus and
Giroux.

__________________________, _____. (_____). __________________________.
Author’s Last Name

First Initial

Year

____________________________ (pp.
Title of book

chapter page numbers

Title of chapter

). _________________:
City of Publication

__________________________________.
Publisher

Example:

Kahneman, D. (2011). How judgments happen. Thinking, fast and slow (pp. 89 – 95).
New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux.

DOCUMENTING SOURCES

(APA 6th)
List your sources in alphabetical order (by author or title, whichever comes first).

Reference — Book Chapters in an Edited Book
Chapter author(s): Buckingham, D. [Use Hanging indent i.e. indent line 2] [If no individual
authors, add (Ed) ]
Date of publication: (1997).
Title of the chapter: Electronic child abuse? Rethinking the media’s effects on children
Editor’s Name(s): (First name first) B. Martin, & J. Petley (Ed.)
Book title: [Written in italics] Ill effects: The media/violence debate
Page numbers of the chapter: pp. 32 - 47
Publication information (City of publication and publisher’s name): London: Routledge.

__________________________, _____. (_____). __________________________.
Author’s Last Name

First Initial

Year

Title of chapter

In ____________________________ (Ed.), ____________________________
Editor(s) Name [Given name first]

(pp.
chapter page numbers

Title of book

). _________________:________________________________.
City of Publication

Publisher

Example:

Buckingham, D. (1997). Electronic child abuse?Rethinking the media’s effects on children. In
B. Martin & J. Petley (Eds.), Ill effects: The media/violence debate (pp. 32 – 47). London:
Routledge.

DOCUMENTING SOURCES

(APA 6th)
Reference — Electronic books
Electronic books may include books found on personal websites, databases, or even in audio
form. Use the following format if the book you are using is only provided in a digital format or is
difficult to find in print. If the work is not directly available online or must be purchased, use "Available
from," rather than "Retrieved from," and point readers to where they can find it. For books available in
print form and electronic form, include the date of publication in parentheses after the author's name. For
references to e-book editions, be sure to include the type and version of the e-book you are referencing
(e.g., "[Kindle DX version]"). If DOIs are available, provide them at the end of the reference.
To cite Kindle (or other e-book formats) you must include the following information: The
author, date of publication, title, e-book version, and either the Digital Object Identifer (DOI) number, or
the place where you downloaded the book. Please note that the DOI/place of download is used in-place
of publisher information.
(Explanation retrieved from Purdue Online Writing Lab [OWL] https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/560/10/)

Examples:
Electronic book found online:
O’Keefe, E. (n.d.). Egoism & the crisis in Western values. Retrieved from
http://www.onlineoriginals.com/showitem.asp?itemID=135
Kindle Book:
Jefferson, M. (2014). Girl on the golden coin: a novel of Francis Stewart [Kindle DX version].
Retrieved from Amazon.com

